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Managing Traffic in Transportation Networks

In robotics...
We use, e.g., multi-agent systems to plan and realize
movement of autonomous agents on a graph representing the
environment (also in production networks). These problems are
analogous to...
...control of vehicular traffic
Undoubtedly social, economical and environmental costs
connected with vehicle delays are huge. There is a large need
to minimize them.

Physics of traffic

Principles governing flow of vehicular traffic are discussed
in physical journals since 1960’s...
...including flow on highways and in city-like street
networks
Each model of vehicular traffic should resemble observed
flow phenomena (transitions to various dynamical phases,
self-organized criticality, metastability, etc.)
Roughly, we have microscopic (driven many-body systems;
Newton-like), and macroscopic (eq. of continuity, fluid
motion; Navier-Stokes-like) models

Example of empirical data

Empirical data for flow-density relation. (After Chowdhury et al,
Phys. Rep. 329 2000).

Controlling Urban Traffic

In urban networks traffic flow is almost entirely controlled
by traffic lights
Generally, optimization depends on Measure of
Effectiveness (MOE; minimizing average delay, number of
stops, prioritizing public transport, etc.)
Typical clearing policy which is stable for the two
bidirectional intersections in isolation might become
unstable (i.e. infinite queues) if applied for the network for
the same inflow conditions

Optimization vs Adaptation
Cycle lengths and phases of traffic lights can be optimized
(and cars are forced to comply with the pre-calculated
schemes)
Traffic changes constantly in an unpredictable way...
...so the control can be viewed as an adaptation problem
(cars are influenced by the lights and vice versa)
ATMSa use learning methods to adapt (normally with use
of a central computer – difficult, expensive)
Self-organizing, decentralized, adaptive traffic-responsive
methods have been proposed by various authors
Local knowledge is used, however, global coordination is
achieved
a
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The Nagel-Schreckenberg Model for City Traffic
Each cell n can be occupied by one vehicle with integer
velocity. The maximum velocity is vmax , the distance to the next
vehicle is d, the distance to the next red light is s.
Cellular Automata Steps (parallel)
1
2

Acceleration: vn ← min(vn + 1, vmax )
Breaking:
if next traffic light is red or there is a car after the
intersection: vn ← min(vn , dn − 1, sn − 1)
otherwise: vn ← min(vn , dn − 1)

3

Randomization with prob. P: vn ← max(vn − 1, 0)

4

Vehicle movement: xn ← xn + vn

The Goal
We consider Nag.-Sch. CA model for traffic flow on lattice
networks (as in Brockfeld et al., Phys. Rev. E 64 2001) and
implement on the top of it the Lämmer-Helbing strategy (J. of
Stat. Mech. 2009)

Compare
1

Constant-cycle switching
with period
T = Tgreen + τ + Tred + τ
(τ is the setup time) and
phase-shift φ (possibly
leading to green-waves)

2

The decentralized control
strategy proposed by
Lämmer-Helbing (LH)

General Principles of Self-control of Traffic Lights
For each stream i we can define
the cumulated number of
vehicles expected to
exp
reach/leave intersection Ni (t)
dep
/ Ni (t) until time t (in the
future) (Q being
arrival/departure rates).
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The Lämmer-Helbing Strategy

Lämmer and Helbing (2008) proposed a combined strategy
(optimization + stabilization) applied locally based on short-term
forecast. It is loosely based on concept of ,,pressure” exerted
by vehicles waiting and arriving at the intersection.
Optimization strategy
Serve stream i with the highest priority index πi :
πi =

τ pen

n̂i
,
+ τi + ĝi

ĝi being required green time to serve number of anticipated
cars n̂i (waiting in the queue + joining during clearing), τi is the
setup-time, τ pen is the penalty for switching to a different stream.

The Lämmer-Helbing Strategy

Stabilization strategy
Makes sure, that on average each flow is served at least once
in period Tavg . Each stream must be served at least once in
Tmax (Tavg , Tmax are the only parameters).
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Periodic, deterministic lattice-like network
Two directions, periodic (i.e. vehicles leaving at the top are
placed at the bottom, similar for left-right).
1

Constant-cycle switching
with T , φ vs

2

The LH strategy with
Tavg = 100, Tmax = 200
Each link has 100 cells,
initial density ρ (veh./cell)
Here networks 6x6 are
considered
MOE: J – averaged flow
through nodes

Average speed

Mean speed as a function of α = vmax /vwave is the ,,green
pulse” (vwave = D/φ) for various T (dots). Clearly, the rezonant
case for α = 1. (After Varas et al, Phys. Rev. E 80 2009).

Possible gain from optimization varies with ρ

Average flow J for constant-cycle switching as a function of T and φ
for varied ρ. (φ = 20 gives green-waves only when ρ is not too large)

Mean flow for varied initial ρ

Mean flow for a) best possible constant-cycle switching with
φ = 0, b) as a) but with green-waves, φ = 20, c) the
decentralized LH strategy. (optimization possible for ρ . 0.2)

Dominant strategy for the LH controller

Mean ratio of stabilization strategy/priority-based strategy as a
function of ρ for the decentralized LH controller.

Regimes of working depend on ρ

Period Distribution for the LH controller. For small densities –
fast switching, for larger – constant, optimal cycle, for
sufficiently large ρ – the stabilization strategy takes over (the
vertical line, here Tavg = 25).
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Non-deterministic Turning

In order to introduce some
randomness and possibility of
adaptation, the vehicles are
allowed to turn at each node
with probability Pturn

Non-deterministic Turning

The radio flow for LH strategy / best constant-cycle with
green-waves strategy clearly shows that the decentralized
methods can produce much better results

Period Distribution for the LH, N = 6, Pturn = 0.2

Turning clearly induces shorter cycles! (and no constant-cycle
green waves). Better adaptation to incoming smaller platoons
which are smaller for Pturn = 0.2.
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Failure Recovery in a Bidirectional Network

Bidirectional
BCs: stochastic input
with given probability of
car insertion Pinsert (with
v = 0)
Averaged density as
MOE
Probability of blocking
an intersection entirely
Pblock = 0.01 for about
one cycle (e.g., gridlock)

Failure Recovery in a Bidirectional Network

a), b) no intersection blocking, c), d) intersections are blocked
with Pblock = 0.01. a), c) the best constant-cycle switching
(complete breakdown for c!) b), d) the LH strategy.
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More Realistic Topology

At the end, we implement
bidirectional network with
topology similar to the city
center of Warsaw. Sources of
vehicle lie at the network’s
edges (vehicles appear there
with Pinsert (and v = 0). Pturn at
each intersection is 0.2.

Failure Recovery in a Bidirectional Network

Again, the LH strategy clears the network more efficiently than
best constant-cycle control.

Summary and Outlook
For the considered deterministic scenarios with periodic
BCs, the control strategy proposed by Lämmer and
Helbing (2008) quickly converges to the cycle length which
maximizes the mean flow
Using only local knowledge, global coordination is
achieved → green waves are formed along both directions
For the non-deterministic scenarios (with prob. turning),
large vehicle platoons are divided and the LH controller
adapts by introducing shorter cycles
If the (bidirectional) flow is obstructed by probabilistic
blocking entire intersections, the constant-cycle switching
leads to heavy congestion. To the contrary, for the LH
case, the non-blocked intersections get more green time
which leads to the much smaller average density

Summary and Outlook

Of course in order to see how
much improvement one can
get in reality, a detailed case
study is needed for a
particular city network,
and comparison against more
sophisticated optimization
methods
for varying flow conditions.

The End

Thank You!
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Models of Vehicular Traffic
Vehicular traffic is a complex non-equilibrium system. Roughly
we can divide traffic models into two categories.
Microscopic
Attention is paid to each individual vehicle represented by
a particle
Interactions among the particles depend on the way the
vehicles influence each other
Macroscopic
Describe collective vehicle dynamics in terms of the spatial
vehicle density ρ per lane and the average velocity V
Often suitable for analytical investigation

General Principles of Self-control of Traffic Lights
For each stream i we can define
the cumulated number of
vehicles expected to
exp
reach/leave intersection Ni (t)
dep
/ Ni (t) until time t (in the
future) (Q being
arrival/departure rates).
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The Lämmer-Helbing Strategy
Lämmer and Helbing (2008) proposed a combined strategy
applied locally based on short-term forecast.
Anticipated amount of the green time ĝi for stream i
ĝi is the largest possible solution of
dep

Ni

exp

+ ĝi (t)Qimax = Ni

(t + τi (t) + ĝi (t))

where τi (t) i the remaining setup time, Qimax is the saturation
flow rate. The number of vehicles expected to leave the
intersection
n̂i (t) = ĝi (t)Qimax
captures all those vehicles
already waiting in the queue,
joining the queue during setup or clearing,
arriving immediately after the queue is cleared.

The Lämmer-Helbing Strategy
Optimization strategy
Serve stream i with the highest priority index πi :
πi =

τ pen

n̂i
,
+ τi + ĝi

ĝi being required green time to serve number of anticipated
cars n̂i , τi is the (remaining) setup-time, τ pen is the penalty for
switching to a different stream.
Stabilization strategy
On average serve each flow at least once in period Tavg . Each
stream must be served at least once in Tmax (Tavg , Tmax are the
only parameters).

Self-control of Traffic Lights

Our goal was to implement the Lämmer and Helbing strategy
with use of the Cellular Automata model and (with use of
numerical simulations) analyze its dynamics and performance
when compared to results for CA networks with a simple lattice
geometry (e.g., Broeckfeld et al 2001).

